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Dynamics Of Charisma

 This sparsely illustrated book is written from an ever-filling stream-of-consciousness, where notions of
existentialism, spirituality, evolution, intersect with meditation, prayers, and conflicted states of mind. I channel these
thoughts from no particular source, yet they correspond to the thought patterns of the collective mind. I explore
epiphanies within an epiphany, and explore revelations within a revelation. I depict the mind's vast capacity to endure
stress and many moods - unraveling many truths along the way..

 Two pieces follow, 'Alien Mathematicss' ( a speculative piece about organic mathematics, not unlike topology),
and some philosophical prose and poetry.

Note: This ambitious philosophical piece is unorthodox; seeking to contemplate higher ideas and their inter-relationship
with everything in a raw, avante-garde, deconstructionist, yet integrating way. It is written from the perspective of
someone who was more or less thwarted by an inhuman, discriminating educational system( that doesn't like to give
2nd or more chances to those not groomed for the establishment. It is a system that inevitably creates learning blocks
for individuals who can't keep up or learn from impersonal methods of teaching  - indirectly encouraging losers, while
discouraging them from succeeding; doing anything it can to ensure a place for the pre-ordained winners.

 Despite my lack of scientific and  dialectic terminologies( ie, a 'clear, sophisticated' system of communication) I
believe that there's still a valid aesthetic and educational dynamic to my work. It encourages a broader, more
dimensional perspective, not so confined to words, structures, and systems.

 I sense a broader spectrum, which society hasn't encouraged me to study for a variety of unspoken reasons. So
I've been forced to come up with my own terminology and language. It can either be dismissed as a mess, or it can
challenge one to juggle/co-ordinate the variables and other seemingly conflicting notions. This can help pioneer the
future  multidimensional mind of fluidity - necessary to formulate a truly productive society: it is so because everyone
benefits and thus succeeds .
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God/higher consciousness is within (one's compassion/ humanity) but the paradox is that we have more faith in outside,

impersonal systems than in our humanity; we believe more in unseen deities and abstract ideologies than in the tangible

human spirit. So one must be careful when learning about oneself and the world because a system( be it

scientific/technological, economic, philosophical, political, etc.), or a religion, cause, art form, and so on can either be a

path or barrier to the hidden mind. We must use a system as a bridge, not as a roadblock, so as to experience the world

in an integrated way.

  A non-integrated, shallow mind dismisses seemingly overwhelming, unfathomable dilemmas such as war, con-

flicts, crime, insanity, plagues, depressions, impersonal trends, classism/racism, etc. as being part of some twisted divine

plan( e.g. prophecies and the like) or crazy cosmic scheme, or it thinks that because of 'human nature'( which is largely

conditioned) most miseries are inevitable . But an integrated, open mind sees things for what they are, or better yet, it can

ponder what we can be...

 For instance, concerning human nature and fate -  an integrated soul sees that as long as there's oppression, in-

justice, and a lack of faith in humanity, cataclysms, both great and small will ensue - one need not be be a prophet or psy-

chic to see that there'll be much road rage and accidents on the highway of destiny, especially since the blindfolded,

impulsive drivers are going full speed.

 And it doesn't matter how 'structured' our confining paths maybe - for the spiritual waters travel accordingly to the

canals( cut off from rivers, lakes, and oceans) . We must construct more organic canals, allowing for a steadier flow, not

unlike the blood in our veins.

On religion

 A faith/belief system/outlook should enable us to see the best in others, not just their worst. It's ok to believe in something

bigger, but one can't allow the belief to be greater than oneself - otherwise one will either be dwarfed by great systems or

one will be too great for any system - hence, widening the gaps( in our understanding).

 Perhaps one should eventually outgrow religion for the sake of creativity, since it acts an artistic substitute for per-

sons with blocked imaginations ..

Art is metaphorical science, and science is concrete religion.

(On the nature of the universe)



God is a force that is not conscious of itself, as is commonly believed. It has no will, or set plan. It is an expanding

force, looking to be channeled by positive, physical bodies; our wishful minds. It seeks to merge with receptive conscious-

ness so that it can create a stable, inverted reality, where it goes in and out of itself in infinity( as opposed to just expand-

ing) . Worlds, planets, galaxies, universes, and life forms are manifestations of this god-force... since their realities and

beings are compromised, in the form of evolution/natural selection, the laws of physics( and 'human nature') reality is liter-

ally solidified, like a dam holding back the waters of consciousness. Our negative, destructive belief systems and limita-

tions, as well as nature's instinct to preserve itself in the form of contrasting elements, laws of gravity/physics, and so on,

only adds layers to the dam... It's possible that this universe is a mere crack on an evergrowing rock, cracks which the

god-force seeps through in its relentless effort to find some un obstructing course - in order to create the ultimate reality.

Humans, because of their vast intellectual capacities have the most potential to channel this force, so as to create a reali-

ty where everyone can be one with everyone and everything. If we're  just biological robots, or accidents of evolution, then

we wouldn't have such passion, and powerful imaginations. We would just be eating, fighting, and mating like the other

animals. We maybe 'happy accidents', in the sense that we're 'cracks' on the evolutionary surface/the trial and error plane

- from which advanced, immortal, gargantuan bodies can grow...

Perhaps the existentialists have it backwards: material reality is not an illusion, it is the afterlife/the infinite that is halluci-

natory - which is 'truer' than reality. In other words, we're at the mercy of evolution in physical life, but we can put fate in

our own hands in the afterlife; we can be as mighty, beautiful, perfect, and happy as we can imagine... in this respect,

there are no chosen ones, rather one chooses one's place in the universe.

 Before we can channel higher forces, we must open our minds, and come to terms with our prejudices and fears,

which form neurotic blocks, not unlike the material blocks (throughout the universe)holding back the god-force; we're

trapped in our own dams, within the greater dam that is the immediate reality. Since we're so compromised by dogma and

bias, we have limited access to the powers of the god-force, like people solely using straws to draw water from a spring -

but there are more efficient tools like hoses, pipes, etc.

This dam, an accumulation of our rationalized negative barriers, obstructs the cleansing flow and scatters the light, block-

ing our spiritual path... since individuals don't use the psycho-magnetic, positive blocks( their higher selves: their link to

God/the universe) to anchor themselves, they are instead drawn together, confining us in the magnified, psycho-magnet-

ic, labyrinthine maze of fate. And we'll have to study astrology, have tarot card readings, consult psychics, seek authoritar-



ian advice, analyze dreams, have our genetics altered etc., in order to conform to the blueprints of fate, evolution, and

'higher authority'.

 However, complications arise when we rely on short-sighted higher authorities…Calculating, biased minds may

add, multiply and divide, but they seldom solve problems - some ideas/processes can't be theorized - we should unleash

the cleansing waterfall within, which can lead into still lakes, rhythmic streams and mighty oceans. Again, our collective

negativity( including suppressions, contradictions) blocks off our few positive minds ...

 These psycho-magnetic barriers are also the reason why many of our prayers aren't answered, and why bad

things happen to good people, etc.

 Whether people attune themselves to the God-force or not , it keeps evolving and devolving. This awesome, expanding

power which emanates ( in the chicken-egg/mirror-reflection way) from our own energetic bodies like web from a spider, is

scattered because of our ignorance, negativity, and chaos; it's unraveling like a ball of yarn falling down a never ending

staircase, spawning endless realities... In other words, our disowned innermost, energetic selves and creative powers

have mutated together and formed into a headless, soulless cosmic programmer - a kind of 'aura-thing, or false, confused

God ( a god that isn't even aware that  it exists), affecting our material reality in the form of  paranormal phenomena (

mere psychic projections of the universal mind onto the invisible screens within the very air that we breathe ) and natural

phenomena like 'Big bangs' (throughout the universe), 'fate', 'karma', (our) compulsions, evolution, natural selection, men-

tal and physical illnesses, and general chaos; in other words, our negativity and chaos enables the aura-thing to grow the

malformed appendages that manipulates us.

 Simply put, heaven and hell, God and the Devil, aliens, demons, monsters and angels, planets and dimensions

are all bundled up together in a kind of convoluted consciousness, not just collective. Since we haven't merged ourselves

with the heavenly domains, so as to turn this cluttered material reality inside out, this mutated consciousness continues to

grow, assimilating lands and beings of chaos into itself.

 This aura-thing is much like our chaotic system, with its entanglement of lies, half-truths/distortions, and suppres-

sions. It's something we really should control, but we're at its mercy, because of our lack of artistry/creative assertion, our

oppressive attitudes/limited thinking, complacency, and fear - thus we continue to experience the aura-thing's 'natural' di-

sasters, plagues, depressions( literal and economic), and various cosmic chain reactions.

 How do we systematically remove the barriers? With some meditative/contemplative approach… You all need to

visit the world within yourselves, and embrace its darkness so that you can find the dim light that you seek in the outer



world. When the majority can fill up the depth of their souls, they can widen their perspective. And when meditating, em-

brace the infinite, silent darkness inside, use it to your advantage, so that those infiltrating, tormenting thoughts can slip

into the abyss of your soul like trash falling down the chute... breathe in and out in such a way that utilizes all of your mus-

cles, as if they're mini-lungs. And when you inhale, feel as though you're consuming the hidden, transformational energies

released by the expanding, universal bubble -bursting air that is your exhaling - blowing at the seams of limitation.

One can use meditation or whatever liberating process, to systematically 'untangle' this knotted reality. When people tran-

scend themselves, they'll subconsciously inhabit the inner realm, while occupying the outer world. Maybe people will final-

ly see eye to eye. They'll no longer be any extroverts or introverts, narrow-minded, near-sighted tribes, exclusive clubs, or

alienated loners. Winners won't be confined to their isolating hills, nor will the losers, or underappreciated/undiscovered

talents roam the boundless plains - which are greater than the highest hills and mountains. When people master them-

selves, they can master the material world - as well as exploring the endless possibilities of other worlds....

 Thus, the following meditations, visualizations, and insights are meant to stimulate one's particular style; they

aren't ends in themselves. There's no one cure for all diseases . Some revelations, answers, and so forth, whether they

be logical/scientific, spiritual, philosophical, etc., apply accordingly to the dilemma. Other times, there is no concrete ex-

planation or method to cope: one must merely off set the mind, for it is is very efficient in its ability to resist change, you

must keep turning and tossing it over like some cumbersome rock, so that its dirty, jagged edges won't cling to things,

ideas, as well as allowing the latent mental energies to flow. Even ''sweet talk', 'pleasant thoughts', cynicism, humor, and

other unconventional methods can be helpful.

 The meditations -  The brain/mind, like any other bodypart  can tighten up from stress, so one must carefully un-

ravel the knots( indirectly connected to the the cords of the universe as well) in order to perceive the liberating spaces that

get tied up or are overlooked in times of haste. So no matter how tense and restless one feels, whether sitting in tradition-

al meditative postures, lying down, walking, etc. there's always a relaxed area in your mind and body. In fact, there maybe

more relaxed areas than you think, only you must focus on the calm places - one can't focus the eyes on two objects with-

out one object becoming blurred... In other words, you must blur out the tense, rigid, aching areas by magnifying your re-

laxed spaces - which can widen like windows, allowing for nourishing, refreshing winds to blow in, while letting your

negative parts to slip through… let those negative particles drop into the bottomless pit of oblivion, or get sucked into the

black hole of indifference...

 Relaxation is a neverending process, because there are infinite neuro-fibers, cells, etc. beyond the muscles and

bones - merge all relaxed parts so that they can morph into great toothless mouths, feel them consume your rigid areas in



a massaging, warm way. If one feels distracted or overwhelmed by negative thoughts during meditation, one must re-

member that the mind isn't as domineering as we think, because, again there are more peaceful, untapped regions in the

brain than chaotic, the unawakened mind is like a turned off television, one must switch it on to see that there are count-

less channels, playing innumerable programs, movies, commercials, etc. - so when you get distracted, focus on the hid-

den areas of your brain, and tune in to the multitudes of inspiring, informative, and entertaining shows. You may not

necessarily see or hear these shows, but you feel their latent revitalizing energies - which emanate from the open

windows/calm spaces. Simply put, be like a blind person with extra-sensory perception.

 Being distracted by sights, sounds, and chaotic thoughts is akin to one being violently pulled by leashes - towards

fleeting objects, activities, and persons - if one is oppressed this way physically, one will do almost anything to cut the

leashes. Wouldn't being pulled constantly make you dizzy and tired? And wouldn't you unconsciously savor the silence

and stillness that follows once you're freed from this bondage? Thus one must free oneself from the psychic leashes.

 And no matter how overwhelming those negative emotions are, those seemingly endless streams of turbulent

thoughts, there are always gaps that follow, like the space between planets in a galaxy, or between words, sentences,

and paragraphs on a densely typed page. Focus on the empty space so that you can remain open.. the more open one is,

the more light can enter, revealing the inner workings in the most brilliant way possible, enabling one to describe and ex-

press things in the most dynamic and elegant way( the dynamics of charisma).

 As you relax every bodypart, muscle, bone, etc. imagine your muscles letting go of the burdensome weights as if

they're cramped-up hands - you know the relief you get when you put down something heavy. Once you let go of all bur-

dens, your muscles will deflate, to the point that you can't even lift a miserly pound. But you'll be as impenetrable as the

all-surrounding air; though it can't budge a rock, it can't be damaged by an avalanche. either. Soon you'll transcend air

itself, and not be contaminated by any destructive element or negative particle.

 It's important that one not force the meditation. For example, rather than being overly-conscious of one's breath-

ing or of the relaxation of whatever bodypart, one should shrink oneself so as to enter the caverns of one's anatomy. Your

lungs will become great windy tunnels - you won't know from which direction the refreshing winds are blowing. Thus, you'll

be inhaling and exhaling not just with shriveled lungs, but with your expanding body, as if it's a giant balloon figure being

pumped up from all directions. The slower you go, the more your insides grow: closets become ballrooms, and ballrooms

become stadiums. Your veins shall be like riverways, and the neuro-pathways of your brain will be tunnels. Your inside

world will grow, emanate from you in such a manner that you'll feel unknown gravitational forces and energies, like com-

pressed air being released not sucked in ; you'll realize how warm, cool, relaxing, and massaging the atmosphere of your

innards can be, as opposed to forsaking them for the stuffy, suffocating, oppressing elements of the outer atmosphere (

which we force ourselves to adapt to).



 You'll be so relaxed  - to the point that your open spaces can merge with the inter dimensional spaces within the

universe. Feel the revitalizing, healing, empowering beams of divinity penetrate your spaces like energetic acupuncture

needles at all sides and angles. Feel every open area light up, one by one, like the lights/rooms of a metropolis being

switched on. Feel the power of cities within cities, worlds within worlds. The more relaxed you are, the wider your spaces

become, filling you with raging torrents of energy. ... once you receive enough energy, you can give some back, since

you'll be part of the electrified universal net. When you open your windows, others will be overwhelmed by the brightest,

most heart-warming rays.

One must meditate or pray accordingly to the obstacle, be it a trauma, repression, or suppression. If one feels arrogant or

snobby, one must simply meditate on humility. Really take in this feeling and break it down into its unassuming  parts -

you'll be surprised how much is involved in learning the art of humility. You'll become so centered that nothing seems be-

neath you, nor over your head. Tons of footsteps and other stresses may pound the ground, but it still supports them. And

the floor is too sturdy to realize that it's just another layer over a hidden domain. The humble center is not a low-point, for

it can feel influential forces from almost any depth and angle.

 If one feels frightened, threatened,  or overwhelmed, meditate on courage and assertiveness - let these electrify-

ing feelings fizzle into your very being - otherwise one will feel trapped within one's own body, rather than seeing the

many detours, physical or psychological. Even crowds and cities look tiny from a great distance - thus one's perception

decides what is great.

 Meditate on forgiveness - for whatever one cannot forgive only hints at one's limits of compassion, not at the se-

verity of the crime  - limits that present themselves like black holes in future situations, sucking in logic and reason. Medi-

tate on anti-prejudice... since your impulsive judgements( how much of your opinion is truly your own anyways?) blind you

to the colors of the rainbow, how can you expect to fathom the  mysteries of the universe; to see its unknown tones and

worlds, much less ponder their meanings?

Meditation, or whatever creative approach can psychologically empower the masses - enabling them to be one

with nature and each other while pursuing their endeavors; creating a better society by cultivating our truest self.

Simply put, we should strive to tap that deeper, richer consciousness that usually comes out in near-death expe-

riences/ 'religious epiphanies', deathbed confessions, do-or-die situations, and moments of great regret;  we

should master the art of repentance( through some higher-mind activity like meditation, prayer, or some sincere,

humbling artform/discipline, faith) so that we can view life and each other in the best light possible ( which will

bring out our kindness, humanity, and compassion).



 This level of enlightment puts us in touch with our collective genius as well - enabling us to diagnose so-

cietal ills( e.g. the roots of alienation, stress, violence, hate, etc.) while figuring out cures.  We'll also realize how

both the struggles of the collective and the individual are but microcosms of the greater (cosmic) struggle... al-

lowing one to contribute and integrate in a non-compromising way...

 Even if one is rebelling, or striving for independence, one should not be driven by narcissistic resentment...

Once we understand how the inner factory of the mind works, we'll merge our energies: our hopes, potentialities,

repressions/suppressions, intuition, etc, with physical probabilities, creating a psychic chain reaction many times more

powerful than nuclear fission; a self-sustaining big bang of triumph, passion, and love; expanding our capacities for knowl-

edge, understanding and compassion. This can be the basis for a kind of humanitarian peak performance system, where -

like the olympic weightlifter hoisting up record weight - we unburden ourselves of the traumatic tons, or - like a top dancer

- we can move in harmony with various  rhythms. thus,  by us being centered, everything else balances out...

We can then construct a better world simply by visualizing it, like a carpenter drawing the blueprint for

his project. If we can create great, efficient armies, high-tech weaponry/gadgets and big-budget movies, or em-

phasize a repressive work ethic,  or indulge in shallow materialism, we can surely transcend  our - selves( which

are seemingly dwarfed by outside things) if we put our minds to it. Our destinies are shaped by both the con-

structive and destructive - the more constructive we are, the farther we'll go. But it's not enough to compromise

these extremes in the form of unstable, alienating systems and quick fixes ... We haven't come close to realizing

our wondrous potential - hence, the theory of humanitarian peak performance, made possible by pondering the

dynamics of charisma( via various meditations, innovative ways of thinking/seeing; art)...

Several stream-of-consciousness techniques/insights, starting with some spiritual 'pep talk':

Don't do it! Take that gun out of your mouth, spit out those pills, and close that thirty-story window! If you hear me out, I

promise to tell you things that you've yet to hear, or at least articulate them in a refreshing, inspiring way. I won't lecture

you, nor judge you, like a smug person does when your negativity suddenly puts their own self-hatred, arrogance, and

insecurity in perspective. I shall merge myself with you, so that I can decode all those horrid, confusing thoughts.

How can you not be loved? How can you be an accident? Even if people like you in a limited way, you must have some

purpose here. If you have nothing going for you, than be a secret agent of love. Blindly believe that God, or your higher



power shall steer your unmanned ship. Just like storms can ravage untended boats, why can't they be carried by gentle

winds?

At the beginning of your recovery or therapeutic process, the healing, blessing, empowering sunbeam starts out thin. As

your faith deepens, the light widens and brightens, filling you with more positive energy. Keep at it, for one day, the light-

beam will be a sun flare - so too will your constricting mind expand. And the refreshing sprinkler, shooting the purified

drops of compassion and love into your polluted consciousness, will eventually become a raging tropical storm, flooding

the dingy, corroded compartments of your mind, cleansing you of negativity.

The medicine is always working, whether or not you're aware of it. The daily drops accumulate, and before the patient

knows it, he or she is stronger and more vibrant - although it can take hours, days, weeks, even years. But, as long as

you take your medication, you'll be steps ahead of other ailing souls in denial.

Your wishful mind is like a lighthouse beaming a ray of hope through the fog and storms… the angels in the skies shall

send help soon.

Just like a maid washes away the accumulating filth on a daily basis, so too must you consistently cleanse your spirit. The

cleaning can take seconds, minutes, an hour, as long as you make some effort, whether through prayer, meditation, posi-

tive or wishful thinking, etc.

If you focus right, my divine presence can be felt anywhere, in almost anything. The snowflakes that gently melt on your

cheeks maybe my loving kisses. The cold raindrops that seemingly penetrate your nerve endings maybe injections of my

spiritual medicine. The gusty winds that freeze you, maybe my attempt to breathe back some life into you.

Every frustration, obstacle, trauma, challenge, disappointment, and failure will be irrelevant in the end… negativity will get

all the credit, not blame, if you succumb to temptation and self-destruction.

Since you believe again, the good spirits celebrate because they know another angel shall soon join them. You won't be

just another statistic. As a result of your pro-life choice, the congesting, suffocating dark clouds part, and the sun burns

brightly.



I cannot always tell you what's right. I can't always tell you what you want to hear. If your prayers haven't been answered,

or you're still waiting to have your desires fulfilled, then maybe the present climate is lacking. You may not necessarily be

unworthy. The climate is always changing, so have the faith that a more appropriate phase; one that's more in tune to

your needs will come.

How can you be disillusioned if you haven't seen big changes in your life yet? Tyrants still rule countries, and poverty,

homelessness, and corruption are still prevalent. Though chaos is like a flood, your evergrowing faith/will is a current

slowly but surely building momentum… one day, perhaps not even in your lifetime, you shall be a tidal wave.

If you fail, you fail. Look at baseball players: for every four outs, there's a hit, for every eight or so hits, there's a homerun.

Expecting to conquer everything and everyone is like expecting to hit a homerun, much less have a hit at every at bat.

Though you surely will suffer and struggle - perhaps often - you must make a promise: you shall gather yourself and re-

joice after your darkest days. If your morning starts out poorly, then conquer or embrace the afternoon, if your afternoon

goes badly, then enjoy the evening, night, and so forth. The worst storms always pass, and the winter always leads to

Spring and Summer.

You'll never have to pay rent, or at least worry about making an income! You'll never be stressed out! No one will bother

you! You can have any guy or girl you want! You'll never age! You will only shed tears of joy, not of pain or heartache!

Doesn't pretending to believe these things make you feel better already?

If we can feel chronic pain, why can't we feel chronic pleasure?

If your constantly disappointed and frustrated by expecting the best, then expect the worse. Believe that everyone hates

you, then you'll realize that more people like you than you thought. When you think that all days suck, you'll realize how

many pleasant little moments there really are. If you expect everything to go bad, then you'll be pleasantly surprised.

 The ultimate deception isn't that love, happiness, or whatever great, positive thing is a mere animalistic emotion

that we exaggerate into some unobtainable ideal, rather we don't let the positive thing be, and allow it to drive or guide us.



Negativity hits me harder than ever. I hate myself and the world. Nothing, even God, if there is one, can save me. But as

deep as my suffering is, so is my determination for survival and self-preservation... more revelations come.

 You're stressed out beyond hope? You're in extreme emotional pain? Then offset the emotional suffering with

great physical torture. Imagine that you have shattered glass imbedded in your eyeballs. There's no escaping this agony,

every futile blink drives the jagged bits even deeper into your eyelids and veins. You can't close your eyes because

flames sear your optic nerves, seemingly penetrating your mind, shattering your very sanity. Your brain screams for some

relief. You can't open your eyes because the tears and blood drops sting like some potent acid, seemingly dissolving your

eyeballs. Your limbs are being slowly pulled apart by invisible ropes. The pain is so great that you can't possibly scream

loud enough to express it. You beg for an hour, for a minute, even for a second of relief. You swear, that if you stop suffer-

ing, you won't ever be bothered by petty stresses ever again.

You can't stop envying, condemning; being overwhelmed by negative emotions? So shut off your mind, the way you close

your eyes when you see unpleasant things. Be like the sensitive blind person, and work around the echoes, as opposed

to being distracted by the chaos. Feel the defining contours, don't be misled by the rigid surfaces.

You feel burdened by painful ailments, whether physical or emotional: those aggravating itches, dull, throbbing aches, and

tormenting thoughts that drive you crazy? That's like saying you have a swollen, disproportionate second head, or third

arm and leg - unnecessary body parts that weigh you down. But, off course, one has only one head and a pair of arms

and legs - so simply let go of the extra, imaginary limb. You’re no longer off-balance, and you move about freely. Now,

concentrate, and allow your sole head, and two arms and legs to disappear - you're pure energy, no longer weighed down

by tissue and bones, and their accompanying aches and illnesses. You're free to go anywhere, anytime now, whether in

the universe, the future, etc.

The assholes and troublemakers threaten you from a distance, but their shrill screams and frantic pounding are muffled

by the evergrowing concrete barriers of your will and self-esteem; the noises soften into silence eventually.

Sit back in the reclining chair, and relax. Pay no attention to the silent violent movie playing on the surrounding screen.

The imagery is harsh: people are shot, stabbed, chopped to bits, and set on fire. There are mass riots, and great cities

burn. However, none of these horrors affect you, for you know that they're confined to the flat screen - perhaps these are



all special effects. If you only knew that you were indeed experiencing these events, walking on as the world around you

ended, only you had reached that state of oneness enabling you to be beyond it all....

You stop forcing everything - even your meditation - for whenever you try to relax, you tense up, whenever you try to clear

your mind, you're bombarded with all of these conflicting thoughts. But now you're completely still because you've suc-

cumbed to some great force, as if struck by a truck. Though you feel flattened, as if pressed into the floor, you start to feel

a slight ticklish tremor. This energy forms into a river, running into the oceans of dynamic, decisive action, and into the

peaceful streams of stillness. The orgasmic vibrations stimulate your heart, brain, and groin, like electrodes in an emer-

gency ward. Your rigid, aching bones dissolve in a pleasurable way, and the confining layers of tissue disintegrate. You've

finally come in touch with the primal spark.

There's no time for the idea/technique/motivation to make itself clear. You're automatically at peace. You feel the effect of

the medicine, though you do not know if you've taken a pill, have been injected with something - you may not even be

alive. Fear, anxiety, misery, and general negativity, are trying to infiltrate your peace, but again you only feel the winds of

the incoming storm - the heat of that terrible thing is smothered before you realize it's a fire.

You'll also find the source of all misery: oppression, in the inner realm. It is our common enemy because it causes us to

suppress our better instincts, sound judgment, objectivity, and curious minds. We're encouraged by the demonizing forces

to go after the sure thing - be it policies, relationships, and to naturally assume the worst about the unsure ones ( certain

people, social arenas ) - that our differences are too great to overcome.

 In other words, besides taking on the 'responsibilities of the norm', hardly anyone is truly independent in the deep-

est sense.  For example, many want to befriend the humorous, outgoing, outwardly rugged person, since prestige and

power is often associated with extroverts and tough guys, but they're more likely to shun or assume the worst about the

quiet, mysterious, or unassuming stranger - but is the booming jet more spectacular than the silent stealth fighter?.

 Simply put, everyone wants to walk the path of certainty, but hardly anyone wants to explore an alternative route -

which originates in the inner realm. People look up to charismatic persons and leaders, whether they're great or misguid-

ed, but followers seldom realize their own greatness. This is why counter-cultural movements often collapse because our

great leaders indirectly fail us - for we've failed their lesson. They don't necessarily fail us because they're too good for us,

or misguided, or wrong, rather we focus more on them than on our potential; we're intoxicated by their charisma, so we let

them monopolize the aura of greatness. Our gap of mediocrity and complacency is so wide that only the bold, self-aware

few dare to venture beyond it ... this gap also allows charismatic opportunists, con men, and liars to mislead us.



 This prejudiced or biased thinking ( relying on outside sources to us what the sure thing is, and who or what to

shun)  also  forms the basis of narrow-minded tribalism, thus creating the gap between winners and losers,  friends and

foes; it divides people into classes - which in turn breeds cold-blooded competition, encourages, if not perpetuates racism,

and other kinds of discrimination - thus resulting in alienation, frustration, self-hatred, hatred, crime, social tensions, etc.

Thus, using this awareness ( that many aren't self-integrated/truly independent) one can then tolerate difficult people by

not taking their insensitivities too personally - yet one must remain sensitive to various personalities.

On understanding oppression, whether personal, social, systemic, which will help us contemplate and meditate

better - hence removing barriers, and thus bridging the gaps between the individual and community, winners and

losers, the weak and strong, nature and civilization, heaven and earth. Here are some of the symptoms diag-

nosed mostly in metaphorical form. : The present system stresses an impersonal type of individualism (which thrives

on greed not need) This system should be holistic  ... for an integrated system enables one to be fully oneself ( as op-

posed to one being subservient to a mechanistic, alienating society)... In other words, the individual and community can't

be too separate - the concept of exaggerated individualism: that someone should be just out for him or her self is mislead-

ing because if this was so, everyone would already inhabit his or her own planet - however, even the most irrelevant indi-

viduals are affected by seemingly unrelated actions - thus it is better to be aware of the contradictions, in order to reverse

the very forces that separate people… people are more magnetic in nature than metallic, so they can't help but to be

drawn to one another when they're on each other's side - unless you use the magnets to hold down the charts: instructing

us to obey the oppressive laws of gravity.

 Perhaps the way to unite people is to again, bridge the gaps of seemingly conflicting beliefs, not necessarily com-

bine them. Individually, this can be done through a 'selfless' kind of selfishness( which implies that one can't be really be

whole and happy unless his or her fellow beings are content, thus enabling everybody to contribute to the 'whole' - which

will make it easier for one to be happy) as opposed to a 'selfless' selfishness( which implies an insincere agenda( e.g. 'we

know what's best for you'). The healthier kind of selfishness - which is actually a form of self-awareness - is likely to draw

in other self-aware souls, merely by harmonizing our unique traits -  this can be realized through a state of compassionate

mindfulness, or mass awakening. However, this process of self-integration will be compromised if we keep taking short

cuts, or keep relying on the sure thing, be it mindless conformity/overemphasizing a narrow way,hot field/sure thing, trend,

and so on... these short-cuts limit our perception - resulting in bias/discriminating attitudes about issues that should actu-

ally unite us: education, poverty, class struggles, war, the miserable human condition...



 ( On how mindless conformity leads to social imbalance, general oppression, and discrimination against the lower

classes)

A most dangerous aspect of conformity or some narrow outlook, is the belief that only a few at the top are meant

to rule, whether because of privilege, their overrated talent/proficiency in an overexposed field, or whatever compromis-

ing, misguided thing - this is the paradox of power - since it is not entirely their own: it is the residue of wasted talent aris-

ing from down below...  so this overwhelms those in power( on the narrow peaks), who, ironically are not that strong - so

they're forced to unburden themselves of 'being their brother's keeper, so to speak' - as a result, those with little say be-

come expendable( during lay-offs, wars, social crises)

  But a truly powerful, efficient society is integrated, like a well-balanced baseball team. The fleet-footed lead-off

hitters with high hitting averages, pave the way for the powerful clean-up hitters. And the bench players and relief pitchers

fill in the potentially gaping holes. 'Lesser' players may even go on to manage successful teams. But the present society

desires all-stars, pitching aces, or homerun hitters, which isn't enough to carry the weight.

 Because of its very limitations, the impersonal system only suits the particular strengths of some individuals, and

thus some find success - but these winners, no matter how talented or dedicated they maybe, are overrated, because the

system undervalues its so-called losers - the overblown successful few comprise an overly-developed limb, be it a leg,

arm, or finger, which supports the entire weight of the body - which' will inevitably collapse due to the stress. And one's

compulsion, whether it be greed, restlessness, hate - as long as it profits off an economy of insincerity, or suits the dys-

functional agenda - actually hurts society in the long run.

 In fact, many success stories/role models, whether they be self-made millionaires/entrepreneurs, celebrities, etc.

are worthless and irrelevant. They imply that almost anyone can be like them, if they make the right choices, sacrifices,

but on a certain level, that's like saying anyone can be an acrobat, or trapeze artist -  juggling priorities while walking the

thin line of economic instability. Or that anyone can bench press eight-hundred pounds, hit seven-hundred home runs -

basically boosting up the weight of the 'incompetent' masses in order to have sole access to the treasure that is uncov-

ered from under our suppressions.

 Again, we overrate the feats of genetic freaks just because their unusual strengths temporarily support the (unnat-

ural) weight of the unbalanced establishment. Thus many are misled to believe that concentrating everything at one point,

or constructing the highest tower is the way to go just because it stands out - but a tower can only go so high, while a wall

can extend for miles, and many layers can be added on top. Maybe some persons can learn the fundamentals of a highly

competitive, yet restricting field, or even find some success, but why should the majority try to be acrobats, trapeze artists,

strongmen, and so forth?  Are some areas overexposed? Are there not other places to explore - so as to extend the wall?



Shouldn't we look deep within - retract in a sense - in order to create an flexible, expanding (horizontal) system that can

meet everyone's particular needs, while developing their unique abilities?  What else proves that certain talents are over-

valued or under-appreciated? When hunting, the eagle's talon is no more important than its beak, but somehow we over-

emphasize the claws. The overvalued winners may seize the prey, but they seldom break it down into digestible bits. And

all things that lag behind aren't weaker; the scorpion's claw isn't deadlier than its venomous tail.

 What's disturbing is that many neglected minds may in fact be geniuses, or have complex potentialities/many

needs, but since our educators can only mold useful talents, they fall behind in this backward system. Even the most

unique and brilliant mind needs guidance, but if it's forced to fight two battles: trying to adhere to rigid doctrines, while cul-

tivating its particular ability through isolated trial and error( or trying to show a clueless, biased instructor how to teach it),

it can't help but to be discouraged, especially if it can't do it within the confines of a relentless, restless society( though a

deeper mental process like meditation can assist with their knowledge intake) . But these so-called failures hurt us all in

the end, because the impersonal system is forced to compensate for their loss( again, the eagle needs both its claws and

beak) by taking on its own reality; an artificial/dehumanizing aura which, ironically,threatens to  make any 'unworthy' pro-

ducer expendable - since the non-integrated society is like a squirming headless body, its fidgeting limbs lashing out, and

fighting for control.

Also, a truly intelligent mind doesn't view others as failures, or as being inadequate, on the contrary, it appreciates

their abilities and potential, whether suppressed, undeveloped, or misguided; A mind of boundless intellect realizes that

it's but a piece in a puzzle, while an 'efficient', mechanistic, fragmented mind sees only 'useful' parts to create limiting

mechanisms - to separate from the puzzle, not to assemble it.

 Ironically, the outsiders and undervalued losers, on an intuitive level, sense the limitations of the system, because

if an 'insider' is trapped in a burning palace, he or she, blinded by smoke won't know where the fire's spreading to, while,

the outsiders can see the burning floors . In this sense, the cursed are actually blessings in disguise for we, the fortunate,

but since we don't acknowledge that, we damn them - and one another - all the more in the forms of dismissive, smug,

discriminatory, cynical, unenlightened attitudes like, 'if we could hack it out, why cant they, or 'if some can find success

what's holding others back'.

 How do we motivate those who are  hopeless, cynical, and disadvantaged? With sincere motivation - for  it is a

self-sustaining emotion, as opposed to a more constraining or oppressive one, like say, the desire to prove others wrong,

to conquer, to please someone( 'out of duty') etc. This motivation is powerful only because it is empowering - since the



person has some consent; he or she is not coerced/threatened/scared by some outside influence. Sincere motivation

aligns the deciphering mind with the resourceful heart and plentiful spirit.

Is the establishment really as successful and complete as it thinks it is just because of its sporadic achievements, which

has brought more alienation and division than wholeness? One may say that we've come a long way, that we're less prej-

udiced, negative, and more liberal, as well as having access to greater material and technological things, but that's like

saying we're almost at the top of Mount Everest, just because we're a third of a way up. And what good is progress/ an

advancement( like replacing a overtly oppressive system with one that's subtly oppressive) if you're merely replacing the

tumor with a different cancer cell?

 The impersonal system, which again thrives on greed/ suits particular strengths, and that relies on the superficial-

ly sound formula, whether it be conformity or efficiency in an overexposed area( a branch of science, culture, arts, aca-

demia, economics, etc.) also relies on a see-saw to support its weight, to maintain its momentum for success - thus you

need tons to pin down a particular side ( through compromising/oppressive education, suffocating tradition, etc.)... Again,

we support the weight in unstable ways - either we balance it all on an overly-developed limb, construct higher towers, or

hold down an end of the see-saw - but why do all this if you can balance everything on a more stable bridge-like structure

- supporting the weight in the middle, as well in the ends? Bridges that lead to endless paths.... They may even lead to

Heaven, but before we can build that ethereal, eternal staircase, we must bridge the gaps on Earth.

The barriers to enlightment, whether literal or metaphorical - including dehumanizing prisons and impersonal systems -

exist because we're inwardly blocked by rigid, backward ideas and condemning beliefs; we're imprisoned because we've

relied so much on the lobotomizing, blood and soul -sucking machine to educate us about right and wrong, that we can

never hope to be compassionate or objective witnesses - which would be a step in helping the criminals/less fortunate by

abolishing the very alienating, compromising system that compelled them to act out in the first place.

 Our judgmental attitudes implicate us as being accessories to the crimes committed against humanity, for when

we label persons losers, bums, monsters,scum, and the rest, we're advocating genocidal, ostracizing attitudes.

 Bad guys and losers aren't inferior. If they were, they wouldn't be bitter, so full of conflicted feelings, and we

wouldn't fear them so. They would just be mindless followers. We failed them in our biased tests and studies because,

unconsciously, they wouldn't conform; our limiting standards has encouraged segregated states of mind, as well as of our

homeland. The bad ones may terrorize, threaten, injure, steal, and kill - but it still takes nerve and cunning to be a mug-



ger, gang banger, fascist, and terrorist. We call them failures because we preach that only the strong and determined find

happiness and success. But the Darwinian laws of our social jungle - like any other jungle - inevitably require filthy scav-

engers, wolf packs, and bloodthirsty parasites, not just noble lions and exotic tigers, beasts that can confined and tamed...

On paper, social Darwinism can excuse any evildoer, from unethical businesspeople and corporate leaders who, like lions

and sharks are merely using their strengths to devour and consume, to murderers, rapists, thieves, and child molesters,

who like scavengers and parasites meet their needs in impure ways. Humans have more potential than animals, so it is

possible to transcend evolution's rules.

 The wise may use these writings as a way to comprehend the consequences of segregation and hatred - from

which 'illegal' immigrants, gangs, terrorists,, dictators, etc. emerge, or the narrow-minded can use these insights to fuel

their cynicism, to excuse their own complacency, just because they're grateful or lucky to be on the winning side - and

they don't want to disrespect their 'superiors'.

 You can never beat the losers. You may conquer their land, enslave them, but they'll systematically plot their re-

venge, even though you thought that they were just being subservient and cooperative. The powers-that-be may win the

battles and wars, but never the struggle - which will continue to tax our citizens literally and physically.

Ultimately, no one is truly an outsider. The few who are ostracized, or who want to distance themselves are usually hunt-

ed down or persecuted - which, in an ironic, dysfunctional way proves that we all belong to each other. Thus, we must un-

derstand the outsider, the missing link to our social evolution.

  Everyone is susceptible to personality discrimination, from the soft-spoken, unassertive, unimposing introvert, to

the overbearing, undisciplined, misguided loudmouth, to the palest, or darkest, or tallest, or shortest, or fattest, or thinnest,

or most disfigured person. Even over-the-hill winners/has-beens can feel the pain and misery of a misunderstood, ostra-

cized loser. Aged beauties can be ignored, like the homeliest girl. Ghetto minorities experience this alienation more than

higher-class minorities - though they're all affected by the distorted face of race. Likewise, lower-class Whites, or the low-

er-class of whatever dominant ethnic group of a particular region may feel frowned upon, not unlike the way 'non-natives'

feel.

 (On how we can fight discrimination) When we realize that we have common traits - valid dreams, ideas, needs,

and hopes - prejudice and other dehumanizing attitudes will dwindle. For instance, if a well-to-do person collapses on the

street, and only a poor person can help, the rich man won't care about his education, background, connections, etc. he'll

realize rather quickly how caring, personable, and resourceful the 'lowly' stranger can be. The same applies to a disaster-

stricken area: people of various backgrounds can come together, tending to the wounded, improvising remedies - acting



in ways that they never thought possible. We should strive to tap this mysterious, dormant humanity and unleash our col-

lective genius.

  The monkey appreciates the tree being so high because it can climb up and reach and eat from the branches.

And it'll likewise appreciate the branches being so light because they'll enable it to move from one place to another - but

the simple monkey doesn't value one thing more than the other.

If one is stranded on an island, or locked in a cell for many years, unless one is that embittered, one willl be all too

glad to talk to a stranger/visitor about almost anything. There will be no need to break the ice, impress, scrutinize, or criti-

cize… shyness, pride, and aloofness shall give way to confidentiality, hope, and humanity.

One may say that it's impossible to befriend everyone, or to even get along with them - though, ironically we all want the

same things: security, love, happiness. But the more integrated the individual and society is, the more likely our many

needs will be met. Perhaps the concept of' chemistry' is overrated. We usually seek those who 'understand' us, not unlike

the way a child clings to a particular parent or relative who spoils them - fearful that no one outside of the family can care

for them. Then the kid clings to a certain (understanding)teacher in school, a sympathetic co-worker at a job etc.

 People are often blindly accepted or rejected accordingly to their looks, attitudes, beliefs, no matter how limiting -

it's like like attracting allies because they can keep up with one's scurrying, and thus one has to scurry their way through

life to maintain that rapid, yet vapid momentum, although one has the option to also jog, or just walk.

 For instance, some persons may've had an aptitude for certain subjects suited to an in-demand field - which in

turn lead them to being accepted by a particular group - thus compromising their identity in a sense... they were carried by

the compromising waves of acceptance, which they mistook as being the very ocean itself, which, though led them to the

fortified empire, also rolled past undiscovered, overlooked, beautiful tropical islands in the distance... and since the dams

of denial, prejudice, ignorance were left standing in their wake... the successful only re-assessed reality, or explored a dif-

ferent avenue if they hit a wall, or were shipwrecked . then they'd be in a position to see eye to eye with those they

deemed lacking or different - for in order to be cured by one's particular medicine, the other person needs to suffer from

one's ailment - be it alienation, discrimination, etc. This is comparable to the narrow-minded youth who denies this and

that, who has a fixed view of things, persons - yet when they mature or are at the end of their lifetime, think ' I can't be-

lieve how naive, and near-sighted I was, if only I was more.. .'



 Hence, a near-sighted upbringing leads to one acquiring a divisive, tribal outlook.

     (on the importance of diversity)

Tribalism threatens diversity, paving the way for all kinds of discrimination. Diversity( cultural, spiritual/intellectual, etc.) is

the way to eliminate discrimination, but the paradox is that you can't force people to integrate - it's like pressuring some-

one to be great if they're not ready, even though they have all the potential in the world to be great. Perhaps if we remove

the pressures to either conform or diversify, the 'natural order' will hardly be altered; those who want to stay to their 'own'

will simply stay, while those who want to diversify, will do so with little tension... but the irony is that conformists will inevi-

tably come in touch with their repressed curiosity and eventually join diverse parties.

 So If one's path is narrow - no matter where it leads to or how high it goes - it'll be cut one off from the interconnected,

adventurous routes of the  mountain. Forcing billions to walk the narrow path will cause a jam, but we'll reach the

summit/see-to-eye on a level field if each goes his or her own way.

All nations depend on each other, in terms of resources, tourism, oversea study, immigration, but we must rid ourselves of

our collective immaturities before we can truly diversify

 When there's so much self-hatred, hatred, and oppression in your tribe, naturally, you won't be too open to outsid-

ers; you'd rather have your negativity narrowly focused.

 It's pathetic how we focus more on our petty differences than on our great similarities

 Only an alienated culture would find an alternative or foreign idea alien

( How our lack of self-integration fragments our collective body, leading to near-sighted views on the human condition,

and various crises)) Since, on a psychological level we’re headless or at the very least lobotomized , we can neither fore-

see or comprehend outside crises. Since we’re amputated as well, we can do very little to prevent them, for acting on our



good conscience will mean freeing ourselves from the very paraplegic devices that confine us - though we in our denial

believe them them to be assisting instruments.

If the masses can spend outrageous amounts of money on a sporting event, or on a concert, and they're willing to wait in

long lines( like poor people in a soup line), and camp out in the freezing streets like beggars to purchase tickets, and trav-

el great distances, etc. then they have it in them to start a revolution.

But people fear this liberation, because they've depended so much on the machine - that if they're freed, they'd grope

about blindly since they're headless, and they'd stumble about because they're amputated. We can only grow these ap-

pendages by looking within, the overlooked darkness that follows us in the outside like a neglected, but determined shad-

ow; we have to turn the conflicted realities/states of mind inside out like our very clothes, so that we can move about

freely. Otherwise, those conflicting shadows cloud our outside view, and we can only view things through the distorted,

biased/prejudiced lens of the machine, and awkwardly grasp them with its malformed, reactionary feelers - resulting in

socially divisive movements.

 Since those outer lenses and limbs don't belong to us, they can retract,oversee, scrutinize, entangle, and switch

us around accordingly to the machine's confused/chaotic agenda - which is overwhelmed by our own confusion, compla-

cency, and suppression. Our psychological disabilities/our blindness allow the tentacles to instigate riots and spread disin-

formation; it exploits our latent prejudices, fears/insecurities. They can recruit demonizing, self-seeking agents - who, in

their naivete' think that they're using the powers-at-be to their advantage - to keep us confused, conflicted, and dis-em-

powered. They use them to spread rumors to the opposing sides, to say that so and so is planning an attack. They frame

people. And they talk to witch-hunting authorities, who've always suspected certain persons because they view individuals

and situations through the bars of their iron-clad minds. When the riots happen, people get swept up in the struggle,

pulled in by the tentacles fighting for control. In other words, our limitations, which to a degree is self-imposed - yet we're

not encouraged to overcome them - easily allows us to be manipulated. Then the people beg for stricter laws, more police

and prisons. They associate the tightening grip ( of the tentacles) to being protected, not squeezed. Again, one or a few

rebels aren't enough: a powerful serpent, be it an anaconda, cobra, or python can only subdue and hold its own against

the sea of tentacles for so long - you literally have to become an expendable tentacle to take your share. Or, if some pro-

test, and beg for a little freedom, they'll only ask to loosen and extend their chains, or to add more space, more windows

to their cells, and have less bars. Sadly, they consider that freedom.



 The cosmos is always changing, but if the masses suppress progressive ideas, or compromise / limit themselves

to the superficially sound formula, they'll lag behind the evolving spirit. They'll be weighed down by the excess flesh that

should've been shredded generations ago. How grotesque and ungainly a serpent would be if it never sheds its skin! This

is why our collective body is malformed - seemingly faceless.  Since the disowned shadow of the Individual has merged

with the shadow of the crowd, they can't recognize themselves in that amorphous, shifting mass. Our collective shadow

and layers of unshedded flesh have mutated into an evergrowing, all-devouring shark-like mouth, a surreal entity known

as the 'Aura-thing' ... its appendages lead to and from our necks - for we're headless, blind, groping beings trying to satis-

fy the appetite of an overblown thing with an un-satiable appetite - no wonder those who can't produce enough, or fast

enough become sacrificial lambs( i.e. scapegoats, undesirables, has-beens, etc.).

  People wittingly, or unwittingly betray or sacrifice one another so that they can get their share of the food, as long

as they can keep up( and not be devoured themselves) . This inhuman force controls everyone, even though we uncon-

sciously believe ourselves to be the only ones worthy enough to serve it - though, paradoxically, we consciously believe to

have mastered it. This devil turns sides and nations against each another... it leans towards a prospective side, while re-

maining bound to the other from a distance - thus opposing leaders, intelligence agencies, and armies try to restrain the

Aura-thing which suddenly turns on them.

 We praise those who keep it in check for a generation or so, whether through a particular war or struggle, but they

only doom future generations, further endangering the world, because you can't tame an all-devouring entity. This futile

struggle is inherently corrupting and dehumanizing, because, no matter how well-intentioned or patriotic a citizen is, he or

she needs to be twice as ruthless, conniving, and evil to stay on top of the Aura-thing. We say that they're so smart/clever,

bold, noble, courageous, successful,  and strong, but the truly wise and powerful know that the best way to defeat this

seemingly invincible foe for good, is to sever the cords and let it starve.

Most systems are meant to be outgrown, no matter how beneficial they seem. One must discard the training wheels at

some point - one need not a particular system to use one's hands and mind to their utmost... or systems are concocted by

the mind. thus the greater the mind, the better the system will serve us, as opposed to people being enslaved by it... oth-

erwise the system will be a kind of slow death, it not necessarily need to collapse overnight for one to see its inherent

flaws and inevitable limitations. On the contrary, its very contradictions condition us to deny the very apocalyptic world in

which we live, a world of seemingly endless war, famine, disaster, crime, depression - things which we dismiss as being

statistics of negativity, or as others' self-imposed failures. It's easy to focus on the palaces of 'progress', whether they be

Disneyland, Beverly Hills, The Ginza, Manhattan, tourist spots, but is heaven really that substantial when its on top of a

garbage heap, surrounded by an evergrowing wasteland? In that respect, is the present world really that wonderful and



privileged? And the people who migrate from repressive cultures to a 'freer' one, are they merely moving from a diminu-

tive box to a larger one - are they still confined, oblivious to the vast paradise surrounding the row of boxes?

  An outwardly sturdy, but doomed system is like rotting wood - although maggots and worms may find some ref-

uge, and termites feed on it, while other bugs escape - one need not study physics, science, biology just to realize that the

wood -  removed from the tree of nourishment - is already doomed no matter how much the harsh elements have an ef-

fect on it. And what about the experts, the economists, and apologists who times of crisis ( recessions, internal conflict,

war) say that only the irresponsible few are the ones to blame, not the system itself? They're like some short-sighted ex-

pert mechanic who just doesn't want to give up on his prized car - which has long exceeded its life span. His loud argu-

ments might sound convincing to the hard-of-hearing - he might blame his misfortune on bad advice, unreliable imported

parts, and so on.

 However, people fear that alternative ways or systems won't work'. But they probably know little of their potential -

for instance, if you want to get muscular, someone might recommend lifting weights... but one will make little progress just

doing a few dumbbell exercises with the same weight, on a bad diet, though that doesn't mean that weightlifting is inher-

ently flawed; one needs to do a variety of exercises, constantly challenge the body, and consume the right nutrients in

order to get the most out of weightlifting... We can have specially designed suits which complement our attributes, but if

we're morbidly obese or anemic, we won't fit them - unless we consume the right nutrients. What are those alternative

ways? They're too illusive to describe, so one should see without being a 'seeist', and hear without being a 'hearist'.

 Simply put, a self-aware, integrated, healthy society will better perceive and savor nature's gifts; utilizing resourc-

es in a more disciplined, balanced way, at a reasonable pace - paving the way for true(uncomprimising) progress.

 Self-examination allows us to come to terms with the contradictions, solving chicken and egg problems merely by bridg-

ing their gaps - which will help even things out. We must separate greed from ambition, delusion from expression, dogma

from truth, perversion and sexism from sexuality and eroticism, racism and xenophobia from diversity, laziness from mind-

fulness and passiveness, overindulgence from need, etc. One should always be liberal, while conserving the good. We

should express the same things differently, rather than disagreeing about them the same. When we debate, we should

push each other up, not down. We should be cooperative, not conformist... religious, but not indoctrinated. We must be

bold, but not arrogant, meek, but not submissive; it is easier to be strong, assertive, and meek from a center of humility

than from one of brute force anyways...



We should merge the chicken and the egg, merely by having the awareness that the egg that is society is rotten, and the

chicken that embodies the clueless masses is headless - the egg should be fresh, so that the chicken can grow a healthy

body. We should strive to see things in their totality; the slower we go - the more relaxed we'll be - and the more we can

see and assimilate - otherwise we'll be looking at things through a dusty, filthy social grid, viewing everything as blurred

fragments - making us compassionate, educated, cultured, successful, and so on after a fashion... thus compelling us to

contribute deflective glass, not reflective mirrors to the human condition… This lack of self-integration is also why our

idols, leaders, and heroes can't help but to have more personality than character.

We must not just focus on the symptoms of the disease, whether they be laziness, crime, discrimination, reverse discrimi-

nation, 'illegal' immigration, and the rest, we must treat the malignant cause that is an unjust, unbalanced system - for this

is what compels one to act destructively; anyone who's treated fairly won't want to injure, steal, slack off, intrude.

   Can we use all this to master our minds? Is it possible to have more pleasant dreams than nightmares, or to even con-

trol our dreams? Or are some negative emotions too powerful and painful to endure? Maybe we can enhance our minds

indirectly: just like we can't imagine living in a perfect world, can we also not imagine an even worse world? What's worse

than the greatest pain and misery? Are we not also blocked when trying to imagine the most unimaginable evil? If so, we

must use that block to our advantage and imagine a world that is nothing less than a great one, as opposed to imagining

an even worse world.

 This mental readjusting also relates to dream manipulation, because one has to realize just how minuscule  the

shadowy compartments of the mind are - threatening to overtake one's being during sleep. Again, these psycho-realities

are like shows and movies playing on a multitude  of channels( whether the TV is on or off). If one isn't aware that these

shows are from within, not from without , one can be 'drafted' to act in them, at the mercy of seemingly outside nightmar-

ish forces. One has to be a director or scriptwriter, in order to alter the chain of events... a mutilated, screaming body in a

dream can be mended together just by you wishing peace, happiness, and health to your fellow man. Even rampaging

firestorms can be extinguished by you crying the tears of compassion, and laughing the tears of passion.

This mental cleansing is a great step toward unity. We'll be so attuned to one an other that we need not be psychic, or

have ESP.

The world has ended, although the truth presents itself at the last moment. One of the great revelations during this belat-

ed revolution: All we had to do was model society on the university. Just like in college, work, play, and study aren't too



separate. We need not limit ourselves to one area, or work years and years in a dead end job. Social/civic duties can be

shared by all, or more spread out, we can accomplish things and learn on the jobs not unlike the way students do with

their challenging, yet stimulating diverse courses. We can study/work abroad. There'll be unlimited social networks. There

can be clubs, volunteer activities, internships. If we can spend 3 days in jury duty, deciding the fate of an inmate, imagine

what we can do with more humanistic endeavors.

 Off course, one can major in a particular field, but it won't be so constraining. Our learning process won't be so

much about reaching a particular destination( or scoring points, building scrambling momentum so that we can get 'up

there'). It'll  be more about riding a steady, all-surrounding stream, whether it's moving fast or not.  This society will also

resemble the Internet, with its many publicly owned networks - where consenting parties just hook up, as opposed to fight-

ing for a spot on the corporate-owned cable TV networks. Rather than have competing fields( in fashion, art, cooking,

baking, etc. designers, cooks, and so on can share their expertise. This will disprove the theory that competition is essen-

tial to create quality things - for sincere motivation brings people together, while bringing out their best, not unlike the way

family members prepare their particular dishes for Thanksgiving; one need not compete just to cook quality food, since

everyone is too motivated by the deeper cause.

 All this would've resulted in a community-oriented society with virtually no crime, discrimination,

alienation/loneliness, and sexual frustration.

 Unfortunately, the moment has passed, the world ruined beyond repair; our missed opportunity comparable to a

gifted athlete or performer who freezes during the heat of the moment, but then he or she realizes that they made the ob-

stacle far greater than their boundless talent. So all we can do is meditate and concentrate our energy into the next cos-

mic phase. But we must be careful, for conscious motives(the traits we emphasize) can affect genetics - we'll either

evolve into super-efficient robots, further distanced from utopia, or we can become higher beings, designing our own uto-

pias.

 The best we can do now is to stress transcendent thinking, as well as critical. How do we do this? We must imag-

ine the unimaginable - this is the creative essence, the source of big bangs and the conversion of mass into energy and

vice versa. Transcendent thinking puts the dynamics of charisma into practice - when photographed, one's eyes can pen-

etrate 2 D surfaces, moving living beings; in the flesh and blood world, one can smash bones and machines. One can lit-

erally affect others' perceptions to a degree, compelling them to see ugly as beautiful, awkwardness as poise... imagine if

everybody thinks this way, viewing the world and one another in the most positive light.



GENERAL MUSINGS:

Be mindful of your actions - one's careless ripples can build up to distant tsunamis.

 There are no winners and losers in a game of futility, only casualties and statistics.

Good is the over-idealized positive, while bad is the distorted negative.

The good should acknowledge their repressed demons, while the bad should release their captive angels.

Realize the ideal that others ponder.

With a system based on rationalized insanity( e.g. mindless conformity, propaganda, cliched, shallow thinking, bias, etc.) -

one can make a career out of contradicting experts, and disproving causes, whether valid or invalid. As long as you ma-

nipulate, distort the facts, and sound somewhat rational, you can write a potential bestseller about how pollution is good

for the environment, how racism is a natural human trait, and other screwy beliefs.

Obscene minds appeal to vulgar tastes.

Deny opportunistic charlatans by cultivating a sincere persona. This'll also help one realize that a charlatan's 'revelations'

are only mind-blowing to a paper-weight head.

Something of material value must be guarded, while anything worthwhile can be shared.

value someone for their preciousness, not worth.

Why do people misbehave when they're not under the scrutiny of severe authority, If it's really effective? It's easy to

threaten, intimidate and shout at people, but it's harder to motivate, enlighten, and encourage them.

In order to understand someone else's prejudices and hypocrisies, one must examine one's own. Acknowledging/ analyz-

ing your insecurities and complexes enables you to put other's weaknesses in perspective; self-awareness will offer some

protection from the demons of those in denial, or who're denied.



 Beware of the following cliches: Think positive, you can create your own fate with empowering thoughts, get over your-

self, and will yourself to succeed. All you gurus, tell me something helpful and relevant for once. One can never really

judge someone as being lazy, bad, dumb, etc. For instance, if all successful people really manifest their own realities by

using positive attitudes, then how do you explain all those angry, embittered rappers, artists, writers, etc. who found fame

ironically, by expressing negativity? Perhaps some people are like roses, plucked out by those who find them beautiful in

a familiar way - not minding that they have thorns - while undiscovered, overlooked persons are like exotic flowers, feared

to be poisonous. Even worse, the under-privileged, needy, and condemned are weeds to be hacked or trampled.

We're all given a certain amount of luck; we experience a break here and there, a minor miracle, but don't rely on good

fortune alone, which has very few bullets in its chamber.

ALIEN MATHEMATICS

What's the perfect system, the blueprint for a utopean society - the fundamentals of which can result in efficient, yet
spiritually-empowering technologes, and the most inspirational mental health programs?

 Paradoxically, this ideal system already exists on unpercievable levels, and correlates to all physical and trans-
physical phenomena - though this system or systems are in flux and manifest themselves in the form of spherical, multi-
dimensional energetic  frequencies, patterns,  and vibrations. Although unseen, some spheres are incomplete, or
malformed due to cosmic stresses/ our psychic disharmony.

 These oval, organic structures incorporate various shapes and color tones, and their vibrations are made up of
basic rhthyms . For example a square-like sphere, whether rectangular/elongated, square/compact, multi-textured, etc.
represents stability( ie,  dynamics which function as an anchor). However,  too much stability results in rigidity( ie, a
reactionary or conformist-phase in human history). Hence, this rigidity can energetically obstruct the sphere-to-be from
its own ever-expanding circular magnetism( its evolving soul-essence in a sense) which overlaps into other ever-growing
quantum balls, like shape-shifting global gears driven by a powerful instinct for self-preservation - their edges reaching
out like evolving limbs  at a particular depth or dimension - to 'join hands' with other groping, organic sphere-gears of
varying densities...
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   ALIEN MATHEMATICS

What’s the most efficient, yet most transcendent system, or blueprint for an ideal system?

Paradoxically, this ideal system already exists on unpercievable levels, and correlates to all physical and trans-physical
phenomena - though this system or systems are in flux and manifest themselves in the form of spherical, multi-
dimensional energetic  frequencies, patterns,  and vibrations. Although unseen, some spheres are incomplete, or
malformed due to cosmic stresses/ our psychic disharmony.

 These oval, organic structures incorporate various shapes and color tones, and their vibrations are made up of
basic rhthyms . For example a square-like sphere, whether rectangular/elongated, square/compact, multi-textured, etc.
represents stability( ie,  dynamics which function as an anchor). However,  too much stability results in rigidity( ie, a
reactionary or conformist-phase in human history). Hence, this rigidity can energetically obstruct the sphere-to-be from
its own ever-expanding circular magnetism( its evolving soul-essence in a sense) which overlaps into other ever-growing
quantum balls, like shape-shifting global gears driven by a powerful instinct for self-preservation - their edges reaching
out like evolving limbs  at a particular depth or dimension - to 'join hands' with other groping, organic sphere-gears of
varying densities...

Thus, all forms, whether comprised of basic shapes or combined, continue to manifest their trans-physical/ethereal
essence - virtual portals that expand with every alignment, like a spiral widening from the bottom up( think tornado)...
they expand until even simple gateways, whether triangular, circular, multi-layered and so on  encompasses infinity;
until each possibility, every action emanating from a person or event becomes infinity itself; infinite gateways within
infinite( and beyond) portals containing dream-worlds, heavens, wish-realms, etc. ....

These magnetic spherical energies - 'the soul of the material sphere'- represent uncomprimising, yet stable sources of
power. Thus, the unifying theory is deceptively simple: it requires no exploration of unknown worlds or energy sources,
rather it encourages us to be aware of the infinite cyclic routes of all actions and intentions( various thoughts, agendas,
physical chain reactions)for they automatically encompass unknown things and things to be... We should understand
how all shapes, patterns, layers, etc. relate or lead to each other - especially at their most subtle and indirect points:
how different dimensions are formed merely by how certain angles, frequencies, vibrations affect each other, like fabric
being folded by the hands - gravitational appendages comprised of all physical and transphysical actions and deeds.

This can be accomplished by using 'the divine spotlight' to shine on whatever object: this most brilliant spotlight
illuminates objects in such a manner that a multitude of tones take form on their surfaces, be it metallic, organic,
elemental, and so forth - rainbow tones of varying densities which enable many forms to dance about... these animated
forms correlate to all actions - thus a brilliant light source reveals mysterious, everchanging forms to the uptmost,
allowing them to travel in any direction( throughout time and space) without comprimise or without the threat of
segregation. This light source can be channeled via our sciences , to act as a guiding light for energetic chain reactions
and chemical interactions - including between human minds and various phenomena: how they can prevent or result in
mental illness, atmospheric conditions, etc

 For instance, when trying to align dimensions and spaces for the purpose of time travel, or for creating whatever form
of galactic alignment, we must understand that particular color tones prevail when symmetry fails...



But the cluttered, incomplete material layers of the  spheres, which resemble half-cracked egg-shells, impeding the view
of the plain egg containing probable life, often get entangled with the debris of other incomplete spheres. These
quantum entanglements can complicate our immediate reality and even block our minds to an extent. Thus, the
importance of a most compassionate, grounded,self-awareness: of how one's deeds affect others, and how an
impersonal envirement affects us cannot be stressed enough. Compassionate self-awareness enables one to internalize
seemingly overwhelming forces - and to better react to a climate of provocation and stimulation. The liberating paradox
here is that harsh barriers and unfair circumstances actually create more possibilities in the long run.



OTHERWORLDLY PROSE AND POETRY BY KEN PEREZ

THE SURE PATH TO NOWHERE:

I don't make you insecure.

Rather your safety rope holds you back

you'd rather dangle along crooked surfaces, like a well-trained rock climber

who believes that rock climbing is the ultimate activity.

though there are other ways to ascend

many places to explore, so a sudden turn can lead to a better place.

So I reject your rejection,

for your perception is segmented, like the bulging, warped orb of a fly - viewing me the same everywhere,

but, because of the size of your eyes, you think them to be all-seeing.

TIMELESS AGE KNOWLEDGE:

Surveillance cameras and other anti-crime gadgetry aren't solutions...

You can't profile or assess the precious spirit via gross material means

Telescopes can see the distant galaxies, but not the angels

the planets, not their inhabitants,

the inhabitants, not their spirits.

Big brother, keep watching me, but God's watching you.

But we become 'all-seeing' if we're spiritually literate

thus we must enhance our inner vision.

otherwise, you'll stumble about as you reach outwardly -

 falling for something - whether it be a divide-and-conquer policy

but you'll contain any terrain( political, social) by looking within

filling the outer since you'll have more to offer....

OMNIVISION:

 Most people can be stereotyped because life molds them...

the cynic gives up, therefore, his or her gaze narrows, like a wild animal that sees others as being part of the herd - either
as prey, predators, or competitors

So bypass their prejudice/ avoid being typecast by gazing into the hemisphere unseen by gods or devils...

  tsunamis, earthquakes, and nuclear explosions can't be seen or felt in the outskirts of the universe,



 though they dwarf you in your minuscule world, like overshadowing half-truths and misconceptions.

Open your inner eye and
Take refuge in the ethereal zone,
where there's more than enough space

you'll rise above the bacterial crowds as a result - becoming ultra-photogenic

able to be viewed through the telescopes of higher galaxies.

You'll stand out in a uplifting way, like someone with a healthy upbringing, the sunset forever in his or her bright gaze,

whose perpetual smile  requires decades to turn into a frown -

 you'll radiate the seemingly intangible aura - hinting at the communion of the main domain.

So learn the unknown prayer. It's the highest meditation and affirmation because one need not memorize it.

As a result, your mind is expanded by the hand of a being too great to be labeled God.

Sense the unknowable. Read words beyond letters, feel sensations beyond the physical. Persevere where not even the
most compassionate, wisest person can encourage you.

WHY THE PETTY SEE THE MAJESTIC AS SLUGS, AND SLUGS AS THE MAJESTIC:

Those puny mice are still pink, not developed.

We don't know their true color - yet, like bigots, they  fear anything that's different -
ironically,  all bigots are dark in the inside

These beady-eyed mice are dwarfed by areas too expansive for them to see, much less travel.

That's why they cower under the shadow of the condor, whose color is obscured by the blinding sunlight.

But this great bird wishes them no harm...

 it's only imposing because its vast wingspan is one with the distant sun,

like an arrow with the bow - about to go

Maybe foul rodents can relate to the fowl and the rest of  nature by being whole - instead of retreating into a hole.

for greatness is relative, but a relative can be great - especially if you're interconnected

if only they were down-to-earth like the descending raptor,

the mice would experience a rapture;

by realizing that the surrounding land, sun, stars, and heavens are within their squinting vistas

DO OUR GUARDIAN ANGELS REALLY IGNORE US?

Our path to truth is wide and clear, but the smog of unresolved negativity is thick



DO OUR GUARDIAN ANGELS REALLY IGNORE US?

Our path to truth is wide and clear, but the smog of unresolved negativity is thick

that's why the higher spirits on the outside can't guide us,

since they're blinded by the fog as well.

Though they hear our muffled cries for help, and stumbling gait.

But what causes this smog and how can we clear it up?

It emanates from our fears and compulsions, which like tear gas, blinds the perceived enemy

 though this hurts everyone in the end.

Our judgement of the very creepy stranger we wish to befriend unbinds us

like a great book buried deep in the heap.

Is she a total snob, somewhat, or is her view clouded by your shared smog?

is he a pervert, creep, or is he someone's beloved brother or son - the very man you wish was here to protect you?

is he a bum or loser, or someone who has given up on the dream you're slowly getting discouraged with?

Choose your impressions carefully because they'll either cause the clouds to dissipate( according to your good trait)

allowing your kindred spirits to participate,

 or these raper's vapors will accumulate into something more harsh and concrete - a seemingly unavoidable fate originat-
ing from our hate.

It's natural to feel fear, prejudice,and the rest, but don't let these emotions discourage you...

like the initially chilly, shallow waters of a lake - before one's reinvigorating immersion in the deep.

Wipe the foggy windshield, caused by your breaths of uncertainty...

so that your guardian angels can see and guide you once again.

 TWISTED BRAIN

The oppressor isn't a puppet master

It's a mass entangler, a twisted brain in the sense that our collective mind is distorted by everyone's repressions and sup-
pressions

the powers-that-be are overwhelmed by our disowned responsibilities

our discouraged potentialities

yet people are still subservient to this lower intelligence which we believe to be a higher one

That's why questionable beliefs, attitudes, and illusionary identities enables the entangler to pull you in times of crises...

drafting you to fight battles beyond your reckoning

How do you free yourself from its appendages



and instead make the outer an extension of you?

Take a test in psychological warfare 101:

I'm God's superior and Satan's worst nightmare

I can vanquish and rape anyone

but if you're unattached, than you need not fear me.....



APOCALYPTIC UTOPIA I: HUMANITY'S EPIPHANY( a psychedelic piece)

the physical and psychological stresses of poverty and alienation have combined and exploded like some inter–dimen-
sional bomb.

But we attain that extreme Zen awareness: such as when life flashes before us, further allowing us to perceive those al-
ternative, more harmonious lifestyles we could've adopted.

 This spiritual awakening finally puts our animal instincts to rest

 before imminent disaster strikes, you're likely to panic, run, fight, blame/scapegoat and act irrational.

But if you have seconds to live - like when  a bomb drops and you see the streets get engulfed in a fiery avalanche, or if
mountain-sized tsunamis pulverize the skyline
-
 your repressed awareness tells you that this inhuman fate could've been avoided

or If we're blown away by gunfire,

we'll realize how pathetic and darkly comical it is that we've been destroyed by our very tools ...

 extensions of ourselves that, like our spilled blood, ran out-of-control.

You'll notice the way reality shifts and grows in those final seconds.
The seemingly mundane streets become as slippery as water slides, threatening to lose you like some unfamiliar subway
route,
 although, they - like the untapped pathways of your mind could've been a legible map

showing you where the trains go.

Even the vast, windy spaces between the cluttered buildings become a vacuum, a black hole to suck you in,
rather than a breezy chute to escape down to.

As the hastily-constructed floors of imposing, confining structures collapse, the heavens vanish from view,
an expanding horizon which could've been an all-embracing, transcendental ceiling within our reach.

You also feel that elusive comfort, that rising warmth that previously suffocated you within moments after bundling up in
the cold; or  that refreshing coolness that became a biting chill when you sought relief from the heat; that warm embrace
inevitably smothering you since that affectionate gesture stemmed more from insecurity than intimacy.

However, that deeper warmth refreshes and soothes you as your stressed insides rise, the boiling, bubbling layers sim-
mer down to room temperature under the arctic waterfall of blessings...

your palpitating heart now beats steadily.

Thus, your inner world grows as the outer one shrinks, and you remain humble, even if you become a giant.

Now Reality has taken on a symbolic, though truer form.

Our collective body is mutilated, and it can barely move.

incomplete persons, who on the surface are clean-cut, fit, and poised, suddenly appear disfigured and dis-proportioned,
as if scarred by the very weapons we used against those who on the surface repulse us.

They're mutated, distorted,  and deformed by toxicities, whether of pollution, warfare, or prejudice.

However, like the eardrum-busting boom before the sobering silence of whatever disaster, this crisis soon passes.

We're motivated by something deeper and greater than blind patriotism, allusive religious epiphany, shallow romance,
drug-induced high, and fleeting spectacle( whether of a movie, concert).



The searing open wounds that are our burned-out poorer classes are soon soothed by the whispers of affection - which
previously, only a few could hear. They  become mighty winds, pushing sailboats to their ultimate destination sooner than
they expect, not capsizing them.

Yes, the 'lowly' masses have inspired us with this divine realization, bringing us in touch with our own shallow, narcissistic
pain, gnawing us like the blunt teeth of drug addiction.

The healing process of our body is humbling, yet empowering.

Petty dramas are canceled. We no longer need to impress, seduce, provoke, and conquer.

We even come to terms with the great contradictions, among them: we should've expressed the same things differently,
rather than disagreeing about them the same.

Even when we debated, we should've pushed each other up, not down.

Cutthroat business fields and dehumanizing networks become outmoded - as primitive as Neanderthal activities.

 Regressing to animalistic endeavors would be like the addict starting all over, just because he or she misses the struggle,
the support and recovery process.

On the contrary, we'll be so boosted forward by the liberation, that we'll experience unknown highs.

 Imagine the feeling of having every soldier from every battle join you in the struggle, every player from from every team,
every sport.

APOCALYPTIC UTOPIA II : COSMIC UNITY

All beings became so attuned to one an other - that they transcended it all; becoming giants while assembling their own
world.

Lightning flashed across the sky (though there was no storm)  empowering this nation of inspiration.

Their newfound size and strength allowed them to work better, not necessarily harder.

Their neighbors took on many forms, angelic, monstrous, and mechanistic, but no one was too pure/beautiful, menacing,
or cold.

All battles were automatically won because every enemy is now an ally - more importantly, they're friends.

The petite giants looked up to the greater giants, as if big brothers and sisters watching over them. They did not envy their
great strength - since the 'greater' giants admired their capabilities as well, like cranes depending on bulldozers and
dumptrucks.

Adolescent perception rules here. Kids don't care if something's good or bad: carnivorous dinosaurs look cool;  tanks, ti-
tans, aliens, and beasts can interact.

Children have both heroes and villains for toys, they don't discriminate.

They often worked in meditative silence, other times they roused one another with melodic chatter, like another layer of
snow falling on the glistening patches.

Rather than being discouraged by the slightest flaws in their neighbor, they were driven by a deeper incentive merely by
not fearing the worst.

 If someone was overbearing, like a smug know-it-all, or a high-pitched complainer, they'd let them ramble, like babies
crying themselves to sleep - submitting to the bigger dream.



But you didn't fear confrontation either. If someone got in your face, or put a hand on you, you merely cleaned up whatev-
er mess that got in your way, like shoveling snow, or swatting a fly - though they never staged pre-emptive attacks on the
weather or hives, just to live a life devoid of terror.

They humbled the arrogant, and in so doing everyone was empowered. Yet no one took their assaults personally. How
can you blame an ailing individual, in excruciating pain because of their down-bringing( not upbringing)?

They were so self-aware that nothing could be repressed, therefore the demons of envy, resentment, and  prejudice were
forced to take their fight outside so to speak.

Not even the most hateful, powerful devils could claw and tear away for half a round, because their disproportionate, mus-
cular forms had shrunk.

 And the well-to-do no longer looked down on the counterculture as being dirty, lowly, undisciplined hippies. They realized
that the radicals were simply a few bold specialists sailing the hull of a great ship,

 more majestic than the Titanic and Battleship Yammato.

The revolutionaries had discovered the hulking hull and added some parts, but more could be added - though the myopic
establishment thought it to be a useless barge.
But imagine how glamorous the humble mission can be if the mainstream uses its resources and expertise to sponsor it.



INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...


